
Subjecti Ireland v. Germany Amateur Boxing. 
Place: Dublin Stadium 
Date: 10th April. 
Cameraman: Housset 
Length: 650 ft. 

Opening shots German boxers (dark shorts) lined up in ring, followed by 

shot of Chief Superintendant Carroll, President I.A.B.A. welcoming team. 

Shots of Irish team (white shorts) etc. 
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ng contest betwen iReddM and-ifc^g. I intended to concentrate on 0 oj&ti 
two contests but selected contests were very poor - much dilly-dally, 

holding, sizing up of opponents etc. 

idt/v. Muller followed, but was not too hot. Pair coverage. 

Tried again on Coffey and Heinz but ran out of film. 

^^%Lrkjn^T|stefanj - this 
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was "not expected" but as it seemed to go with 

plenty of verve I shot a lot on tnis contest and it is probably from this 

you will get anything worthwhile. Did not shoot on Arnold v. Reinhardt. 

though tnis was expected to be good - it wasn't. 

Byrne v. Hesch was good. 

Opening of roll 1 contains cut-in snots of ringside faces, time keeper, 

bell, etc. 

Generally speaking the show was not up to standard of an international. 



Was there anything unusual jroout the story ? 
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If you were assessing it editorially, what would you say ? 
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Cameraman s Dope Sheet 
Print all names. Attach Press Clippings or other material. 

If the story looked good to you, say so, if it didn't, say so too. 
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Was there anything unusual about the story ? 

If you were assessing it editorially, what would you say ? 
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Print all names. Attach Press Clippings or other material. 

If the story looked good to you, say so, if it didn't, say so too. 
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If you were assessing it editorially, what would you say ? 
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